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57 . ABSTRACT 

An apparatus for dividing strip material, in particular 
strip-shaped scrap resulting from edge-trimming of 
rolled strip and metal sheet, comprises at least one pair 
of mutually co-operating cutters (18, 18a), between 
which the strip material (14) is fed and which are ar 
ranged to penetrate the strip material from mutually 
opposite sides. The two cutters in each co-operating 
pair are mutually substantially parallel at the moment of 
their penetration into the strip material. The one cutter 
(18) in each pair is arranged to engage the strip material 
slightly in front of the second cutter (18a), as seen in the 
direction of movement of the strip material, and then to 
move away from the second cutter in the direction of 
movement of the strip material, such that the part of 
strip material located in front of the cutters is separated 
from the remainder of the strip material by a combined 
cutting and tearing operation. 

11 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

APPARATUS FOR DIVIDING STRIP MATERIAL 

The present invention relates to an apparatus for 
dividing strip material, said apparatus comprising at 
least one pair of mutually co-operating cutters between 
which said strip material is continuously advanced and 
which are arranged to penetrate said material on respec 
tive opposite sides thereof. The apparatus is particu 
larly, although not exclusively, intended for use when 
collecting scrap formed while edge-trimming rolled 
strip and metal sheet. 

It is previously known that handling of scrap formed 
when edge-trimming rolled strip and metal sheet can be 
facilitated by dividing or "chewing' the long strips 
formed during said edge-trimming operation, thereby to 
reduce the volume of the scrap. To this end there is 
normally used radial-type chewers which have at least 
one stationary cutter and at least two movable cutters 
which are mounted on a rotatable roller. The strip to be 
divided is fed radially in towards the rotating roller, 
severing of the strip occurring between a movable cut 
ter and the fixed cutter when said movable cutter passes 
by the fixed cutter, which is located adjacent the move 
ment path of the movable cutter. The disadvantages 
with these prior art chewers is that their capacity is not 
sufficiently high to enable the chewers to cope with all 
the scrap formed in modern metal-strip or metal-sheet 
mills, when these operate at their maximum speed or at 
a speed near said maximum. Because of the low capac 
ity of known chewers, the rolling speed of the rolling 
mill must be maintained at 30-50% beneath their maxi 
mum roll speed, which greatly decreases the production 
rate. It is also known to use chewers which comprise 
two rotatable rolls and steel cutters mounted thereon. In 
these chewers the cutters must be ground to special 
requirements and be very precise in order for the chew 
ers to operate satisfactorily. This results in high mainte 
nance costs. The cutters of these chewers rotate at mu 
tually the same peripheral velocities. 

Further, the conventional chewers are extremely 
noisy, which is a great disadvantage to those persons 
working in the rolling mill. Although sound-dampening 
covers can be placed over the chewers, this can nor 
mally only be done with great difficulty, since they 
must be placed beneath the strip or plate, close to the 
cutting location, where available space is very limited. 
The main object of the invention is to provide an 

apparatus for dividing strip material, particularly for 
dividing up scrap formed when edge-trimming metal 
strip and metal sheet, which is able to operate at high 
Speeds and which is considerably quieter than previ 
ously known apparatuses. 

This object is achieved with an apparatus according 
to the invention which comprises at least one pair of 
mutually co-operating cutters, between which the strip 
material is fed and which are arranged to penetrate the 
material from mutually opposite sides, the apparatus 
being characterized in that the two cutters in each pair 
are mutually substantially parallel at the moment of 
their penetration into the strip material, and that the one 
cutter in each pair is arranged to engage the strip mate 
rial slightly in front of the second cutter as seen in the 
direction movement of the strip material, and then to 
move away from the second cutter in the direction of 
movement of the strip material, such that the part of 
strip material located in front of the cutters is separated 
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2 
from the remainder of the strip by a combined cutting 
and tearing action. 

Because, in accordance with the invention, at least 
one cutter moves substantially in the direction of move 
ment of the strip material, the strip feed is facilitated to 
such an extent that a higher working speed, and there 
with a higher capacity, can be reached than was possi 
ble with the previously known devices. This increase in 
capacity is particularly high in those cases when both 
cutters in the co-operating pair of cutters move substan 
tially in the direction of movement of the strip material, 
whereby feeding of the material to be chopped up or 
divided is considerably facilitated. Because one cutter 
moves away from the other cutter during the dividing 
operation, whereby the part of the strip material located 
in front of the cutters is separated by a combined cutting 
and tearing operation, there is obtained a considerable 
reduction in the noise level of the apparatus. 
The aforementioned advantages are obtained owing 

to the fact that the apparatus according to the invention 
operates in accordance with a novel working principle, 
namely that the metal strip is divided into pieces by 
means of a combined cutting and tearing operation. 
This novel working principle also greatly reduces the 
wear on the apparatus, since it is not subjected to impact 
forces, or only to substantially smaller impact forces. 
Neither need the cutters be ground to a special specifi 
cation, which is necessary in the previously known 
apparatuses having two rotatable rollers, and they may 
have the form of indexible bits, thereby greatly facilitat 
ing the exchange of cutting edges and reducing mainte 
nance costs. 

Two exemplary embodiments of the invention will 
now be described with reference to the accompanying 
drawings, in which 
FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of one embodiment of 

the apparatus according to the invention, having two 
rotatable rollers both of which are provided with three 
steel cutters; and 
FIG. 2 illustrates a second embodiment of the appara 

tus according to the invention, having two rotatable 
rollers of which one is provided with two steel cutters 
and the other with three steel cutters. 

In FIG. 1 there is illustrated an apparatus for dividing 
strip material and comprising two rollers 10,11, each of 
which is mounted for rotation on a respective shaft 
12,13. The shafts 12,13 extend perpendicularly to the 
plane of the figure. A strip 14 obtained when edge-trim 
ming roll d metal sheet material is fed between the 
rollers 10,11. The direction of feed is indicated by the 
arrow 15. The manner in which the rollers 10, 11 are 
journalled and driven has not been illustrated, since the 
structural elements and devices required therefor are of 
a conventional type and do not form part of the present 
invention. Neither have the means required for edge 
trimming the rolled sheet material and guiding the re 
sulting scrap strip been illustrated for the same reason. 
The upper roller 10 is arranged to be rotated clock 

wise, as shown by the arrow 16, and is provided with 
three steel cutters 17,18,19, which are mounted in the 
roller in a manner such that the trailing edge of each 
cutter projects slightly beyond the cylindrical surface 
of the roller. Each of the cutters is held in the roller by 
means of a respective clamp 20, 21 and 22, said clamps 
having the form of wedges and being held on the roller 
by means of a respective screw 23, 24 and 25. The 
wedge-shaped clamps are arranged in pockets so 
formed that said clamps abut one side of the pocket and 
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one side of a respective cutter. The clamps extend radi 
ally out to the other edge of the associated cutter. Clear 
ances 26, 27 and 28, respectively, are arranged between 
the lower part of the clamps and the bottom of the 
pockets in the roller, in which the clamps are located, 
such as to enable the clamps to be drawn into the roller 
by means of screws to an extent sufficient to provide 
sufficient clamping force for the cutters in the roller. 
The roller is also provided with axially extending clear 
ances 29,30,31 at the bottom of each pocket to enable 
indexible cutters to be used. 
The lower roller 11 is arranged for rotation in a 

counter clockwise direction, as shown by the arrow 32, 
and is, in other respects, constructed in the same manner 
as the upper roller. The roller 11 has three steel cutters 
17a, 18a, 19a. One difference, however, is that the 
working diameter of the lower roller-cutter-unit is ap 
proximately 10% smaller than the working diameter of 
the upper roller-cutter unit. 
The cutters are arranged equi-angularly in the rollers 

10,11. The two rollers 10,11 are arranged to rotate syn 
chronously at mutually the same speed of rotation, but 
as the upper roller is larger, its surface moves at a higher 
velocity as noted below. Because the rollers rotate at 
the same speed, the cutters in the upper roller will rotate 
at a slightly higher peripheral velocity than the cutters 
in the lower roller, since the upper roller-cutter-unit has 
a somewhat larger working diameter. The upper roller 
is so adjusted in relation to the lower roller that the 
cutters in the upper roller lie somewhat in front of the 
cutters in the lower roller during a separating operation. 

In the FIG. 1 embodiment each roller is provided 
with three cutters of square cross section. The rollers, 
however, may equally as well be provided with 1,2,4 or 
any other suitable number of cutters. If several cutters 
are arranged on each roller, said cutters must be equi 
angularly arranged thereon. 

In the FIG. 2 embodiment the upper roller 33 is pro 
vided with two cutters 34,35 and the lower roller 36 
with three cutters 37,38,39. The cutters are secured to 
the rollers in the same way as that described with refer 
ence to FIG. 1. The upper roller is arranged for rotation 
in a clockwise direction and the lower roller in a coun 
terclockwise direction, as shown by means of the ar 
rows 40,41. In this embodiment, however, the roller 
cutter-units have mutually the same working diameters 
and are arranged to rotate at mutually different speeds; 
the upper roller must have the higher speed. The ratio 
between the speeds of revolution of the rollers in the 
FIG. 2 embodiment must be 3:2, in order for the cutters 
on the upper roll to co-operate with the cutters on the 
lower roller. 

In both of the illustrated embodiments both cutters in 
each pair of co-operating cutters move during a separat 
ing operation substantially in the direction of movement 
of the strip material, thereby facilitating the guiding and 
feeding of the strip, and the upper cutters move at a 
higher velocity than the lower cutters, those cutters 
moving at the higher velocity constantly being located, 
during a dividing operation, in front of those cutters 
which move at the lower velocity. The rollers are ar 
ranged at such a distance apart that the strip to be 
chewed-up is unable to pass between the rollers without 
the edges of the cutters biting into said strip. Thus, at 
the beginning of a dividing operation, the two mutually 
co-operating cutters penetrate the strip close to one 
another and from opposite sides of said strip, said strip 
being partially severed thereby. As the dividing opera 
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4 
tion proceeds, the distance of the leading cutter from 
the trailing cutter increases, whereby that part of the 
strip located in front of the cutters is torn from the 
remaining part of said strip. 
Although only two embodiments of the invention 

have been described and illustrated, it will be under 
stood that many modifications and variations are possi 
ble within the scope of the invention. Thus, the rollers 
of the first embodiment can be arranged to rotate at 
different speeds and may also be provided with a differ 
ent number of cutters. The cutters may also have a form 
different to the illustrated form, e.g. may have in cross 
section the shape of an isosceles triangle, and may be 
mounted on the rollers in a manner different to that 
illustrated. When the rollers have different working 
diameters, the difference may be greater or smaller than 
the 10% difference aforementioned. The positions of 
the rollers may also be changed, so that the cutters 
which move at the greater speed lie beneath the strip. 
The term "strip' as used here also includes rod-like 

material and wire, and the described apparatus is also 
suitable for dividing rod-like and wire-like material. 

I claim: 
1. An apparatus for dividing strip material, compris 

ing at least one pair of mutually co-operating cutters, 
between which the strip material is fed and which are 
arranged to penetrate said material from mutually oppo 
site sides, characterized in that the two cutters in each 
pair are mutually substantially parallel at the moment of 
their penetration into the strip material, and that the one 
cutter in each pair is arranged to engage the strip mate 
rial slightly in front of the second cutter as seen in the 
direction of movement of the strip material, and then to 
move away from the second cutter in the direction of 
movement of said strip material, such that the part of 
strip material located in front of the cutters is separated 
from the remainder of said strip by a combined cutting 
and tearing operation; wherein the cutter arranged to 
move away from the other cutter is mounted on a body 
which is arranged for rotation about an axis which is 
substantially perpendicular to the direction of move 
ment of said strip material and which is spaced from 
said material; wherein the cutters of each pair are each 
mounted on a respective roller and said rollers are ar 
ranged to rotate in a direction such that the cutters, 
during a dividing operation, move substantially in the 
direction of movement of said strip material, one cutter 
during said dividing operation being located in front of 
the other and moving at a greater peripheral velocity 
than said other cutter; wherein the cutters comprise 
steel rods of square cross section, and said rods are 
removably mounted in the rollers in a manner such that 
the cutter moving at the higher peripheral velocity has 
its rear, outer edge, as seen in the direction of rotation of 
the associated roller, and the cutter moving at the lower 
peripheral velocity has its leading, outer edge, as seen in 
the direction of rotation of the associated roller, pro 
jecting out beyond the cylindrical surface of the associ 
ated roller, said outwardly projecting edges of the cut 
ters being used to divide said strip. 

2. An apparatus for severing strip material into short 
lengths, comprising at least one pair of mutually co 
operating first and second cutters each having an elon 
gate, substantially straight cutting edge, said first and 
second cutters being disposed on opposite sides of a 
path along which the strip material is fed continuously 
in its longitudinal direction, and driving means coupled 
to said first and second cutters for periodically moving 
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their cutting edges into penetrating engagement with 
the strip material from opposite sides thereof and subse 
quently moving the cutting edges substantially in the 
direction of feed of the strip material, said first and 
second cutters being arranged to have their cutting 
edges extending substantially mutually parallel at the 
instant of their engagement with the strip material and 
the cutting edge of said first cutter being arranged to 
engage the strip material slightly in front of the cutting 
edge of said second cutter as seen in the direction of 10 
movement of the strip material and said driving means 
being arranged to move the cutting edge of said first 
cutter at a greater velocity than the cutting edge of said 
cutter as seen in the direction of movement of the strip 
material, so that the cutting edge of the first cutter is 
moved away from the cutting edge of the second cutter 
in the direction of movement of the strip material, 
whereby the part of strip material located in front of the 
cutters is separated from the remainder of the strip 
material by a combined cutting and tearing operation. 

3. An apparatus as claimed in claim 2, wherein said 
first cutter is mounted on a body which is arranged for 
rotation about an axis which is substantially perpendicu 
lar to the direction of movement of the strip material 
and which is spaced from the feed path of the strip 
material. 

4. An apparatus as claimed in claim 2, wherein said 
first and second cutters are mounted on a first roller and 
a second roller, respectively, arranged for rotation in 
mutually opposite directions about respective axes, 
which are mutually parallel and substantially perpen 
dicular to the direction of movement of the strip mate 
rial and located on opposite sides of and spaced from 
the feed path of the strip material, said first roller being 
arranged to impart a greater peripheral velocity to said 
first cutter than said second roller to said second cutter. 

5. An apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein said 
first and second rollers are arranged for rotation at the 
same speed and said first cutter is mounted on said first 
roller so as to have its cutting edge located at a greater 
radial distance from the axis of rotation of said first 
roller than the radial distance of the cutting edge of said 
second cutter to the axis of rotation of said second rol 
er. 

6. An apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein said 
first roller is arranged to be rotated at a higher speed 
than said second roller, and the radial distance between 
the cutting edge of said first cutter and the axis of rota 
tion of said first roller is substantially the same, as the 
radial distance between the cutting edge of said second 
cutter and the axis of rotation of said second roller. 

7. An apparatus as claimed in claim 6, wherein a 
plurality of cutters are mounted equi-angularly on said 
second roller and a smaller number of cutters are 
mounted equi-angularly on said first roller, and the 
different speeds of rotation of said first and second rol 
lers are such that the cutters mounted thereon form 
pairs of mutually co-operating first and second cutters 
engaging the strip material from opposite sides thereof. 
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8. An apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein, a 

plurality of cutters are mounted equi-angularly on each 
of said first and second rollers to form several pairs of 
mutually co-operating first and second cutters, the num 
ber of cutters being the same on said first and second 
rollers. 

9. An apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein said 
first and second cutters each comprise a steel rod of 
square cross section removably mounted in a said first 
roller and said second roller, respectively, in a manner 
such that said first cutter has its rear, outer edge, as seen 
in the direction of rotation of said first roller, projecting 
out beyond the circumferential surface of said first rol 
ler to form the cutting edge of said first cutter, and said 
second cutter has its leading, outer edge, as seen in the 
direction of rotation of said second roller, projecting 
out beyond the circumferential surface of said second 
roller and forming the cutting edge of said second cut 
ter. 

10. An apparatus for dividing strip material into short 
lengths comprising: 

a first roller having at least one cutter element along 
the periphery thereof, 

a second roller having at least one cutter element 
along the periphery thereof, 

said rollers being provided in peripheral surface fac 
ing relation to define a gap therebetween through 
which is fed strip material to be divided, 

means to drive said first roller in a clockwise direc 
tion at a first peripheral surface rate and said sec 
ond roller in a counter-clockwise direction at a 
second peripheral surface rate such that the first 
peripheral surface rate is greater than the second 
peripheral surface rate, and such that the trailing 
edge of said at least one cutter element along the 
periphery of said first roller repeatedly cooperates 
with the leading edge of said at least one cutter 
element along the periphery of said second roller, 
said cutters cooperating and said rollers cooperat 
ing to constitute means to first cut and then pull 
apart strips to be divided, 

said at least one cutter element of said first roller 
having a generally flat strip-engaging surface and a 
cutting edge corresponding to the trailing edge of 
said surface, and clamping means for said cutter 
element, 

said at least one cutter element of said second roller 
having a generally flat strip-engaging surface and a 
cutting edge generally corresponding to the lead 
ing edge of said surface, and clamping means for 
said cutter element. 

11. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, wherein said 
clamping means for said at least one cutter element of 
said first roller is located adjacent the leading edge of 
the flat surface of said cutter; and said clamping means 
for said at least one cutter element of said second roller 
is located adjacent the trailing edge of the generally flat 
surface of said cutter. 
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